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From this elementary consideration there immediately
follows the practical importance of those rites ami dogmas
which hold their ground both from this standpoint as well
as from a purely opportunist, biological way of thinking;
to say nothing of the direct specific religious impressions
which came to individuals from belief in this <lt»jjma*
Highly as we esteem Scotus Erigena, the less is it per-
mitted to despise the achievement of Raclbertm We
may, however, learn from this example, that the* thought
of the introvert Is incommensurable with the thought of
the extravert, since the two thought-forms, as regards
their determinants, are wholly and fundamentally different*
One might perhaps say: the thinking of the introvert 1$
rational^ while that of the extravert is frQgramm&liiwL
These arguments — and  this  I  wish particularly to
emphasize—do not pretend to be in any way decisive with
regard to the individual psychology of the two authors*
What we know of Scotus Erigena personally—it is little
enough—is not sufficient to enable us to make any sure
diagnosis of his type,   What we do know speaks in favour
of the introversion type,   Of Radbertus we know next to
nothing.   We know only that he said something that ran
counter to common human thought, but with surer feeling-
logic he divined what his age was prepared to accept as
suitable.   This fact would speak in favour of the extra-
version type.   We must, however, through our insufficient
knowledge, suspend judgment upon both personalities,
since, especially with Radbertus, the matter might quite
well be decided- differently.   Equally might he have been
an introvert, but with a level of intelligence that altogether
failed to rise above the conceptions of his milieu, and with
a logic so lacking in originality that it merely sufficed to
draw an obvious conclusion from already prepared premises
in the writings of the Fathers,   And, vice versa, Scotya
Erigena might as well have been an extravert, if Jt could

